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Religion or Creed

Part 2

In the first part of this series, it has been stated that the Infinite
(Timeless) Being (Waheguru) is the embodiment of love. In the entire
creation the Divine ‘Light’ is present and this Divine ‘self-love’ being
interwoven and intermingled is completely permeating the whole creation.
Each and every particle of the creation is beaded together in the ‘cord
of love’ of this ‘self-love’.
1

God is present in every place, in every side and in every corner; and His
universal love exists everywhere.
Jaap P10-80

With the inerasable subtle pull of this Divine ‘cord of love’, each and
every life form is being pulled towards its core, the ‘Timeless Being’. The
invisible Divine –
pull
need
cord of love
yearning for love
self-love
pang of separation
is the ‘inlaid’ ‘command’ in the innate being of every creature.
To
unravel
discover
recognise
feel
have an insight
about this invisible Divine ‘cord of love’, is indeed the personal innate
‘religion’ of each and every life form.
2

1

Those who recognise and acknowledge action of doubt fallacy, they alone will
love religious pursuit
P 10 S.Hajaray

1

Going along with the inlaid command is in fact our response to this
Divine ‘pull of love’ in which we get pulled towards our ‘fountain head’, the
Timeless Being Waheguru.
By getting in tune with the spontaneous flow of this divine ‘pull of
love’ and being pulled towards our core, the Timeless Being Wahgeuru, is
the one and only true spiritual ‘religion’.
This “O Nanak, it is written that you shall obey the Hukam of His Command,
and walk in the Way of His Will. is the creation’s –
innate
pure
true –blemishless
superior
One and only
timeless
throughout the ages
vibrating
alive – aware
making divine melody
omniscient (possession limitless knowledge)Divine religion.
This ‘inlaid’ hukam or command is indeed the personal ‘innate
religion’ of each and every particle of the creation.
This divine illumination of the ‘embodiment of love’ and its
involvement in the worldly matters is what is called
Naam
Shabadh
adoration
affection
love
2

attraction
2

pangs of separation
relish
hue (colour)
joy
peace
happiness
humility
faith
religion
deliverance.
In the same way, by experiencing the pull of Divine ‘cord of love’ and
by
chanting the Naam
contemplating the Naam
doing simran
by worshipping
cultivating the word
glorifying and praising (Wagheguru)
doing kirtan
doing sewa (service)
giving all that we have
being consumed in separation
being grateful
by living in a state of awe
by doing ardas
we are cultivating the ‘inlaid divine hukam or command.
Gurubani supports the above discussion in the following way –
1

2

3

Of all religions, the best religion
Is to chant the Name of the Lord and maintain pure conduct.

266

O Nanak, sing the Kirtan of the Lord's Praises; this alone is the eternal faith of
Dharma.
299

3

1

Those whose karma and Dharma - whose actions and faith - are in the True Name of the
True Lord, I am forever a sacrifice to them.
343

2

O my mother, my mind is in love.
This is my karma and my Dharma; this is my meditation. The Lord's Name is my
immaculate, unstained way of life.

716

3

Meditate on the Lord's Name; embrace and enshrine the contemplative remembrance of
the Naam.
773

4

Chanting the Name of the Lord is the highest religion.

5

The lamp is lit in the darkness; all are saved in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, through the
One Name and faith in the Dharma.
1387

6

In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, the Name of the One Lord is the treasure of mercy;
chanting it, one obtains salvation.
No other religion is comparable to this; so speak the Vedas.

7

874

632

Celibacy, self-discipline and pilgrimages were the essence of Dharma in those past ages;
but in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, the Praise of the Lord's Name is the essence of
Dharma.
797

The 8,4 million life forms unknowingly and unconsciously are living their life
according to the hukam or command of the Timeless Being Waheguru. Thus their
minimum and unsolicited (unasked) needs are being spontaneously fulfilled.
8

‘Birds, animals, snakes, trees and kings, protects He ever all of them.’.....243
‘Provides He to both the animate and the inanimate, to those living on earth and in the
sky.’....247
Akal Ustat P 10

9

God is the Lord and Master of millions of universes; He is the Giver of all beings.
He ever cherishes and cares for all beings, but the fool does not appreciate any of His
virtues.
612

10

Don't worry - let the Creator take care of it.
The Lord gives to all creatures in the water and on the land.
My God bestows His blessings without being asked, even to worms in soil and stones.
1070

In the same way man’s child too, from the time of conception in the womb to
the time he is born and even after, he receive his nutrition and other needs by virtue
of the motherly love without having to ask for anything, and his nurturing goes on
unconsciously.
11

4

He nourished us in the mother's womb; why forget Him from the mind?
Why forget from the mind such a Great Giver, who gave us sustenance in the fire of the
womb?
Nothing can harm one, whom the Lord inspires to embrace His Love.
920

But, when the child matures and with his intellect and cunningness, he
interferes with the flow of Divine ‘hukum’ or command, then
4

‘disruption’ takes place in the flow of these blessings and he (begins to)
operates in the doubt-fallacy of egotism. In this way, through his intellect he
remains divorced from Divine Blessings.
As has been discussed above, from the time of conception to birth, the
child remains in the womb of the mother. In this condition he is surrounded
by fire. In this warmth and heat he has no means of protecting himself. But
the Merciful Creator is benevolent. He looks after the being (the child) in
that unconscious state. In that fire (of the womb) he (the child) is calm and
happy because by Divine Grace
he is being protected in the mother’s womb –
1

What is there to say of anything else. He protects the baby in the mother’s
womb.
P 10 Tav. Savyeh 248

2

In our mother's womb, You blessed us with Your meditative remembrance, and
You preserved us there.
613

After birth, due to ignorance, man comes under the influence of maya
(materialism). That link which connected him with the Primal Being
Waheguru breaks, and he gets connected to maya (materialism). He turns
away from the Creator and walks the path dictated by maya. Attachment and
desires now control him. Actually this maya too, is like the fire in the
womb. It also ‘generates heat’. But man, dominated by his intellect, doesn’t
understand the truth of this fire and neither is he interested in understanding
it. He enjoys the ‘second-love’ (love of materialism) and forgets Waheguru.
Fascinated by maya and pulled by the second-love, man takes such a slip
that he ends up in hell. Gurbani offers guidance, but he regards himself as
someone great and doesn’t feel the need for guidance from any other source.
3

As is the fire within the womb, so is Maya outside.
The fire of Maya is one and the same; the Creator has staged this play.
According to His Will, the child is born, and the family is very pleased.
Love for the Lord wears off, and the child becomes attached to desires; the
script of Maya runs its course.
This is Maya, by which the Lord is forgotten; emotional attachment and love of
duality well up.
921

In this way the ‘smart’ child – breaks away from the Divine
‘spontaneous flow’, turns his back to his ‘inlaid’ innate ‘individual religion,
5

5

and faces misery when he moves away from ‘Divine Will’ to his own will.
1

One who walks according to his own will, O Siblings of Destiny, suffers separation from
the Lord, and shall be punished.
601

2

As long as he does not understand the Command of God's Will, he remains miserable.
400
One who does not know the Hukam of the Lord's Command cries out in terrible pain.
She is filled with deception, and she cannot sleep in peace.
85

3
4

The self-willed manmukhs do not know the Lord's Command; they are beaten down by
the Messenger of Death.
90

5

O Nanak, one who does not understand the Hukam of the Lord's Command should be
called blind.
954

6

One who does not understand the Hukam, the Command of his Lord and Master, is false.
1094

In this way, man – in the doubt-fallacy of egotism, forgets his Infinite
Being and by being
unaware
ignorant
careless
unconcerned
about the ‘command-like’ ‘inlaid Divine ‘religion’, he lives in the darkness
of ignorance and abides in the law
7

As one has planted, so does one harvest; such is the field of karma.

134

Turning his back to the essence-like ‘Divine Religion’, whatever rites
ad rituals he does, are all hollow and fruitless.
8

6

The religious rites, rituals and hypocrisies which are seen, are plundered by the
Messenger of Death, the ultimate tax collector.

747

9

The many religious rituals, good deeds of karma and Dharmic worship - above all of
these is the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
405

10

In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, the Name of the One Lord is the treasure of mercy;
chanting it, one obtains salvation.
No other religion is comparable to this; so speak the Vedas.

632

11

Celibacy, self-discipline and pilgrimages were the essence of Dharma in those past ages;
but in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, the Praise of the Lord's Name is the essence of
Dharma.
797

12

If you knew the nature of God,
you would know that all of these beliefs and rituals are in vain.

6

470

1

He does not like to see Truth and righteousness.
He is attached to falsehood and deception; they seem sweet to him.

676

2

He bathes at sacred shrines of pilgrimage, and adheres to fasts, but he has no
control over his mind.
Know that such religion is useless to him. I speak the Truth for his sake. 831

3

Whoever does not realize the essence of the soul
- all his religious actions are hollow and false.

1351

When we,
meditate
recollect
contemplate
do simran
worship
sing praises
glorify
do kirtan
cultivate
upon the Infinite Beings or His illumination like ‘Naam’ or ‘Shabadh’, then
through the mind’s consciousness ‘Divine Communion’ takes place.
The ‘connection’ of the electrical wires is made through the fine fuse
wire. When this fuse-wire ‘breaks’ or ‘burns’ then the ‘connection’ of the
wires is broken; and the ‘flow’ of the electrical current is interrupted and we
divorce ourselves from all the benefits of electricity.
In other words the ‘fuse-wire’ itself is the medium and path of all the
benefits.
In the same way, the subtle ‘consciousness’ is indeed the ‘love-wire’
between ‘man’ and ‘Naam’ or ‘Shabadh’ which connects both of them.
7

7

This ‘connection’ of the ‘consciousness (with) shabadh is indeed man’s
innate ‘Divine Religion’.
1

The Gurmukh is attuned to the Word of the Shabad, as his Insignia.

2

Awareness of the vibration of the Word of the Shabad has been awakened deep within.
903
with one's consciousness focused on the Word of the Shabad, one crosses over the
terrifying world-ocean. O Nanak, chant the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
938

3

414

4

On that far shore is Your Beloved, Infinite Friend. Only your awareness of the Guru's
Shabad will carry you across.
1113

5

With the Immaculate Celestial Lord, she becomes the truest of the true. Following the
Guru's Teachings, she leans on the Support of the Naam.
1255

6

Only they have realised Him whose consciousness has merged into the truth after
accepting the commands of the Word.
Var BG 3/1

7

(The Gurmukh) by merging his consciousness in the Word has acted according to the
Divine Will (hukum).
Var BG 3/20

8

He by merging his consciousness in the Word (shabadh) beholds the Supreme Lord.
Var BG 5/5

It is only through inner innate ‘connection’ of the ‘consciousness and
shabadh’ that all the blessings and benedictions of the spiritual world
manifest themselves.
This divine communion is indeed man’s –
spiritual path
religion
creed
ultimate divine goal.
9

But if he unites deep within his soul, then he is said to be united.

791

Without the internal ‘communion’ (meeting) of the ‘Shabadh and
consciousness’, man remains divorced from Divine Blessings and he
continues to be absorbed in the doubt-fallacies of materialism.

8

10

You act in corruption, and put on ostentatious shows, but without awareness of the
Shabad, you have fallen into confusion.
906

11

How can the faithless cynics attain enlightened awareness of the Shabad?
Without awareness of the Shabad, they come and go in reincarnation.

It is only when we face the sun that numerous virtues like light,
warmth, life, bloom etc. spontaneously manifest themselves and
automatically our back is turned towards darkness.
8

1042

Opposed to this, when we turn our back to the sun or move away from
it, we divorce ourselves from its numerous virtues and what we get in return
are all the evils of darkness which in turn cause us to suffer pain and misery.
Exactly in the same way – when we
think
focus
remember
do simran
meditate
contemplate
upon Infinite Being or ‘Naam’, the Divine virtues spontaneously sprout
within us, our back turns towards the ‘darkness of materialism’ and
automatically we are freed from the evils of darkness and miseries
The inclination of a polluted mind is to inevitably move towards
‘materialistic darkness’.
The ‘inclination’ of a pure mind propels it towards the Infinite Being
Wahguru or ‘Naam’.
Just as, in the presence of ‘light’ darkness ‘disappears’ – it doesn’t
have to be chased away;
In the same way, with the ‘illumination’ of ‘Naam’ the ‘darkness’ of
the doubt-fallacy of materialism and its scintillating and ‘stubborn army’ too
disappears on its own.
The conclusion of this discussion is –
To remain in the ‘darkness’ of the doubt fallacy of materialism – is sin.
To abide in the ‘illuminated realm’ of ‘Naam’ – is virtue.
This can be stated in another way –
The ‘remembrance’ or ‘simran’ of the Infinite Being Waheguru – is religion.
Forgetting the Infinite Being Waheguru or turning away from Him – is apostasy
‘Sin’
‘Apostasy’

9

or
or

‘Virtue’
‘religion’

are ‘stages’ that are totally opposed to each other.
9

But our mental and religious life style is directly opposed to Gurbani’s
innate expectations.
That hollow ‘religion’ which must be avoided or forgotten, by –
remembering it
internalising it
focusing upon it
accepting it
doing its simran
cultivating it
we keep strengthening it.
That ‘command-like’ Divine ‘religion which we have to
unravel
internalise
do simran upon
practice
concretize
cultivate,
we have completely forgotten about it or we are being careless or, are
knowingly being negligent about it.
It is only through the innate Divine ‘religion’ that Divine ‘Illumination’
can take place.
The 8.4 million life-forms, by virtue of their limited intellect, they
cannot unravel or experience an awareness of this Divine religion – but even
then, unknowingly, they are wholly cultivating their individual ‘inlaid’
‘personal’ religion.

10

This Divine ‘command-like’ ‘religion’, from the very beginning is
‘inlaid’ within the innate self of each and every being and silently, secretly
through ‘self-motivation’, it is continuously and incessantly operating by
itself in each and every particle of the creation.
10

This innate ‘inlaid’ Divine ‘religion’ cannot be –
studied or taught
understood or explained
learned or tutored
adopted
exchanged
imposed
and it cannot be acquired by –
imitating
external pressure
rites and rituals
reading scriptures and worshipping
stubborn religious discipline
fasting and vows
holy pilgrimage
sacrifices
etc.
1

Hundreds of thousands of virtues and good actions, and hundreds of
thousands of blessed charities,
Hundreds of thousands of penances at sacred shrines, and the practice of Sehj
Yoga in the wilderness,
Hundreds of thousands of courageous actions and giving up the breath of life
on the field of battle,
Hundreds of thousands of divine understandings, hundreds of thousands of
divine wisdoms and meditations and readings of the Vedas and the Puraanas
Before the Creator who created the creation, and who ordained coming and
going,
O Nanak, all these things are false. True is the Insignia of His Grace.
467

2

No one has ever found the Lord through stubborn-mindedness. All have grown
weary of performing such actions.
Through their stubborn-mindedness, and by wearing their disguises, they are
deluded; they suffer in pain from the love of duality.
593

For such

11

utterly subtle
innate
divine
loftiest of the lofty
11

purest of the pure
eternal
boundless
incessant
dominant
form of command form
form of shabadh form
form of Naam
form of essence
innate-divine ‘religion’ to –
unravel
discover
recognise
have the awareness
accept
cultivate (or earn)
its invisible secret,
the

external
limited
defiled
restless
imperfect
superficial
ancillary
materialistic

‘intellect’ is not enough. As is (stated in Gurbani):1

2

12

They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas; they practice the inner
cleansing techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath.
But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions; they are
increasingly bound to egotism.

641

Cunning and cleverness are of no use.

396

12

In fact – this Spiritual Realm is a novel Divine‘play’, which is beyond the
grasp of our limited ‘intellect’ because this ‘individual-personal religion’ is:written
permeating
thrust
residing
diffused
interwoven
and is totally permeating and pervading with the ‘presence’ of our soul.
The secret of this subtle, dominant, universal, divine ‘individual-personal
religion’ can be –
unraveled
discovered
recognised
believed
cultivated or earned
through the communion of the shabadh – consciousness, only within the innate,
intuitional illumination.
This ‘command-like’ personal-individual religion’s ‘core essence, can only be
unraveled and cultivated by some rare blessed guru orientated being.
1

True is the Hukam of Your Command. To the Gurmukh, it is known.

144

2

The Command of Your Will is very strict; how rare is the Gurmukh who understands.

3

441
Nanak: they alone submit to His Command, O Siblings of Destiny, who are pre-destined
to live the Name.
1419

But the human life forms –
Instead of
unraveling or ‘having an intuitional awareness’
of their ‘inlaid’ ‘command-like’ divine religion,
they have wrongly utilized the divine ‘gift’ of their sharp intellect
by becoming engrossed in the doubt-fallacy of materialism.

13

With this ‘indulgence’ we are blemishing the glory of the supreme human life-form
13

Such a state of ours has been mentioned in Gurbani thus:1

Even beasts have value, as they eat grass and give milk.
489
Without the Naam, the mortal's life is cursed, as are the actions he performs.

2

Animals and ghosts said to be without wisdom are better than manmukhs the
mind-orientated.
Even being wise the man becomes fool and goes on looking towards man (to
meet his selfish ends).
Bh G 15/19

Just as all the merits of the sun are apparent in the light of the sun, in
the same way, in the innate ‘Divine Religion’ too, all the ‘Divine Virtues’ of
the spiritual realm are present and are at hand as in –
affection
love
relish
joy
mercy
truth
contentment
patience
forgiveness
discipline
humility
peace
bliss
calmness
companionship
attraction
service orientated
sacrificing the self
Naam
will
knowledge.

14

That is why, if we can unravel, intuitionally become aware of our
‘inlaid’, secret, ‘divine-religion’, and allow ourselves to be swept along in
the ‘flow’ of its spontaneous current, then automatically all the above stated
divine ‘virtues’ or spiritual ‘gifts’ will come to reside in our mind, body and
intellect.
14

In other words, by becoming intuitionally aware of this divine, ‘commandlike’ spiritual ‘religion’; by attuning with this ‘will’ and ‘abiding by it’ –
1

The doubt-fallacy of materialism can be shed, (in the same way as with the
arrival of light darkness disappears).

2

Release from the ‘long and incurable disease’ of egotism can be obtained and
‘man’ by becoming the slave of his Satguru serves Him.

3

(Man) saves himself from the materialistic pain and misery and the flames of
materialism, that sprouts from ‘me-mine ness’.

4

(Man) frees himself from the attraction of materialism – saves himself from
the cycle of transmigration and does not get into the clutches of jam, the
couriers of death

5

Spontaneously (man) cultivates the primary advice of Gurbani,

O Nanak, it is written that you shall abide by the Hukam of His
Command, and walk as He Wills.
6

Abiding by the Will (of the Creator) all the blessings of the spiritual realm,
benevolence and gifts manifest themselves in us in abundance and without
asking.

7

All the above stated divine ‘virtues’ automatically come to dwell within our
innate self.

8

All these ‘divine virtues’ will spontaneously permeate and manifest
themselves in every facet of our life.

9

We will come out of ‘our own will’ and abide by the will of the Satguru.

10

In this way, with the spreading and propagation of this spiritual ‘religion’ we
will become a channel of virtues.

11

From an ego-ridden materialistic ‘manmukh’ a mind orientated person will
change and become a ‘gurmukh’ (a Guru orientated person).

12

The internal materialistic ‘wall of falsehood’ will break and cultivation the
path of truth, (man) will merge with the holy feet of his Beloved, the Primal
Being Wahguru. This lofty of the loftiest and the purest of the pure Divine
State is certainly a very difficult ‘play’ but through:the Grace of the Guru
the sangat of Guru’s beloved
Naam Simran (the chanting of the Naam)
Shabadh-consciousness

15

1

it can be spontaneously experienced.
15

This point has been elaborated in Gurbani as follows –
1

Of all religions, the best religion
is to chant the Name of the Lord and maintain pure conduct.

266

2

In the Company of the Holy, one's Dharmic faith is firmly established.

271

3

O Nanak, sing the Kirtan of the Lord's Praises; this alone is the eternal faith of
Dharma.
299

4

Meditate on the Lord's Name; embrace and enshrine the contemplative
remembrance of the Naam.

773

5

Chanting the Name of the Lord is the highest religion.

874

6

When the Saints became kind and compassionate, they told me this.
Understand, that whoever sings the Kirtan of God's Praises, has performed all
religious rituals.
902

7

Singing the Kirtan of the Lord's Praises in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of
the Holy, is the highest of all actions.
642

8

The lamp is lit in the darkness; all are saved in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga,
through the One Name and faith in the Dharma.
1387

9

O my mother, my mind is in love.
This is my karma and my Dharma; this is my meditation. The Lord's Name is
my immaculate, unstained way of life.
716

10

The way of the Saints is the ladder of righteous living, found only by great
good fortune.
622

In this way the ‘inlaid’ divine command and its flow or development is
the innate
true and pure
one and only
eternal
throughout the ages
dominant
universal
divine ‘religion’.
11

16

The Way of all is the Way of the One; Nanak is a slave to one who knows this
secret; he himself is the Immaculate Divine Lord.
469

16

cont..... L48

